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CAREY
The icon in automated hospital 
operation

Energy efficient and low 
maintenance

Powerful drives guarantee safe transport of con-
tainers over long distances in medical facilities. 
The 24-hour / 365-day availability of the driverless 
transport systems ensures a steady flow of mate-
rials without legal restrictions.

Latest 
Battery technology 

for 24/7 use

Discover CAREY live using  
augmented reality!
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Technical Details 

Payload max. 500 kg / 1100 lbs

Speed max. 1,6 m/s / 5,25 lbs

Lift height 80 mm / 3 in

Navigation Magnet or SLAM

Load Ground contacts

Battery Lithium battery or 
lead-gel batteries

Low maintenance 
costs due to 

AC drives

Personal Safety

 Protected integrated laser scanner with  
 360° surround view 
 
 Bumpers

Always in action

CAREY is your experienced specialist for automatic 
goods transport in medical facilities, developed and 
designed for the highest hygiene standards. 

It impresses with energy-efficient and low-maintenance 
components, always with a focus on the longest 
possible lifetime.

Safety

The security scanners used meet the high standards 
for personal security, in addition, a voice output and 
optical signaling devices guarantee the necessary  
attention even in areas accessible to the public.

Reliability

CAREY only uses proven and durable components. 
Lifetimes of more than 20 years are clear proof of this.

Variability

CAREY is available in different dimensions and drive 
configurations. This makes it possible to respond to 
different structural requirements.

Long range with just one 
charge

CAREY
The icon in automated hospital 
operation


